Introduction {#S1}
============

Complex genomic rearrangements (CGRs) are those that consist of more than one simple rearrangement, and have two or more breakpoint junctions formed during the same mutational event ^[@R1],[@R2]^. The frequency of formation of complexities in the human genome, particularly for copy-number gains, is still largely unknown due to the challenges in obtaining the precise sequence and structure at breakpoint junctions. Breakpoint junction sequencing is an experimental approach that usually requires assumptions about both the structure of the variant and the structure of the personal genome in which it occurred, the interpretation of which often depends upon the limitations of a consensus reference haploid human genome.

Genome-wide studies of human germline copy-number variants (CNVs) using capture arrays and next-generation sequencing technologies ^[@R3]^ found complexities in about 5% of the breakpoint junctions sequenced. Another genome-wide study analyzed the breakpoints of 1054 structural variants based on capillary sequencing of clone inserts ^[@R4]^ and observed that a fraction of those variants, 16% (153/973) of the insertion and deletion variants and 9% (7/81) of the inversions, showed additional sequences inserted at the junctions.

Locus-specific studies of CNV causing genomic disorders including duplications and triplications of *MECP2* ^[@R5]--[@R7]^, duplications of *PLP1* ^[@R8],[@R9]^, duplications of 17p11.2 ^[@R10]--[@R12]^, duplications of LIS1 ^[@R13]^, duplications of *STS* ^[@R14]^, deletions and duplications of γ-globin genes ^[@R15]^, deletions involving the α-globin gene cluster ^[@R16],[@R17]^, duplications of *MARS2* that causes Autosomal Recessive Spastic Ataxia ^[@R18]^ and rearrangements involving the *DMD* gene ^[@R19]^, have shown the presence of short segments of distantly located DNA sequence at the breakpoint junctions, most apparently originating from genomic regions flanking the breakpoint by an apparent template driven mechanism. Notably, the frequency of such events was estimated based on a limited number of sequenced junctions (reviewed in ^[@R1]^). Interestingly, in vitro mammalian cells subjected to induced double-strand breaks (DSBs) seem prone to capture DNA sequences from various sources, including microsatellites, retrotransposable elements and exogenous DNA by a mechanism that remains to be defined (^[@R20],[@R21]^ and references therein).

We hypothesized that a replication-based mechanism involving template switching, such as Fork Stalling and Template Switching (FoSTeS) ^[@R9],[@R22]^ or Microhomology-Mediated Break Induced Replication (MMBIR) ^[@R23],[@R24]^ following a duplication formed by template-switch between paralogous inverted repeats might underlie the formation of CGRs including triplications and inversions. The key observations underlying the hypothesized replicative mechanism include templated insertions and microhomologies at the breakpoint junctions; proposed 'signature variant sequences' representing products of the replicative event. In this present work we studied 31 patients with *MECP2* duplication syndrome, 21 novel patients and 10 others previously studied using only aCGH ^[@R6]^. We used both aCGH and breakpoint junction sequencing approaches for analysis of all subjects. We confirmed our previous results that high-resolution aCGH detected \~ 26% of complex rearrangements in *MECP2* duplication patients^[@R6]^. Surprisingly, with the higher resolution afforded by DNA sequencing of the breakpoints, we found that an even more substantial percentage (52%) of events were complex. Most complexities consist of insertions of nearby sequence at the junctions, but interchromosomal insertions were also observed in a few rearrangements. Therefore, an apparent single breakpoint can include multiple novel DNA junctions.

The most striking observation for human CGR, however, was the high frequency of concomitant nucleotide variation (i.e. *de novo* frameshifts and substitution mutations) associated with the CGR event indicating that apparently simple rearrangements might have a higher mutational complexity than previously anticipated and, further, that this mutational load, in terms of novel DNA sequence variation generated, is not confined to the breakpoint junctions.

Results {#S2}
=======

Complex *MECP2* duplication rearrangements detected by genomic arrays {#S3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Thirty-one DNA samples from unrelated male patients with *MECP2* duplication syndrome were analyzed using high-resolution custom aCGH. Twenty-two samples showed an aCGH pattern consistent with a "simple" non-recurrent rearrangement whereas nine revealed a pattern indicative of complex rearrangements of two general types: four samples had duplicated segments interspersed with stretches of non-altered copy number (i.e. DUP-NML-DUP) whereas five samples had triplicated segments embedded in duplications consistent with a recently described complex structure of DUP-TRP/INV-DUP ^[@R7]^ ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Duplications visible by aCGH varied in size from 5.3 kb to 3.8 Mb; triplications varied from 13.8 kb to 211 kb; none of the latter included the entire *MECP2* gene.

Further sequencing of breakpoint junctions confirmed the occurrence of a complex rearrangement in eight of these nine CGR cases, except for BAB2806 for which sequencing results indicated that the apparent DUP-NML-DUP structure was likely a result of a simple duplication that occurred on an ancestral chromosome carrying the LCRK1/LCRK2 inverted haplotype, a structural variant that can be found in 18% of individuals of European-descent ^[@R25]^. In summary, visual inspection of high-resolution aCGH revealed complex rearrangements in eight out of thirty-one patients (26%) with *MECP2* duplication syndrome.

Breakpoint junction sequencing reveals increased genomic complexity {#S4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We designed outward-facing sets of primer pairs for long-range PCR in which amplification was predicted to span the transitions from an unchanged copy-number state to gains of genomic sequence for each patient in this cohort ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Most rearrangements (87%) have centromere distal breakpoints that show, by aCGH, an apparent grouping because they are located within LCRs that flank *MECP2*, particularly LCRJ, which is involved in 48% of the centromere distal duplicated breakpoints, and LCRK which is involved in 80% of the breakpoint junctions of cases with triplication ^[@R5],[@R6],[@R26]^. Proximity to these LCRs makes breakpoint junction sequencing challenging, because the paralogous sequences hamper the ability to specify the breakpoint transition uniquely. We overcame this obstacle by designing several primers spanning LCRJ and selecting those that would match more than one unit (the "Opsin panel", [Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With this design, every sample with distal breakpoints mapping within LCRJ was screened by the Opsin panel primer paired to sample-specific primers located proximally to the centromere which enabled us to obtain breakpoint junctions for the rearrangements in all subjects included in this study.

Surprisingly, sequencing of individual breakpoint junctions revealed far greater complexity than was predicted. About 35% of the samples (11 out of 31 cases) showed evidence for insertion of small segments (3 to 80 bp) at the junctions; in 83% of cases (except BAB3204 and BAB3241) the origins of the insertions could be identified from genomic regions flanking the breakpoints, either upstream or downstream from the patients' large rearrangement ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The distances to the genomic origin of inserted templated sequences varied from 5 bp (BAB2799 and BAB3027) to 26,931 bp (BAB2991). In two cases, BAB3204 and BAB3241, the sequence of the genomic segments originated from a different chromosome (6 and 16, respectively, [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Importantly, microhomologies of from 1 to 16 nucleotides, a signature sequence for possible involvement of a replicative process, were observed in all but four of the 67 breakpoints sequenced ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These four consisted of joining events observed in patients BAB2626/BAB2628 (brothers, same event noted as expected), BAB2799 and BAB3259 who had insertions of small sequences (4--10 bp) of unknown origin and BAB3204 who presented a blunt breakpoint junction. In all these cases there was more than one insertion event in which we were able to identify the likely genomic origin of inserted sequence from the haploid reference genome ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In addition to insertion of flanking genomic segments, we identified other nucleotide variation such as small deletions from 4 to 17 bp (BAB2623, BAB2991, BAB3027, BAB3267, BAB3273, BAB3274/BAB3275), frameshift mutations (BAB3027 delA, BAB3154 delG, BAB3273 delT) and two events of C to T transition in one case (BAB2626/BAB2628). These nucleotide variations were all found in proximity to the breakpoint junctions (from 0 to 45 bp distance) ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Remarkably, almost all small deletions were flanked by 2 to 3 bp of microhomology in the reference genome and all frameshift and point mutations occurred in homonucleotide runs (≥ 2 bases) ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Importantly, none of the observed breakpoint-associated nucleotide sequence alterations is present in the current dbSNP database (build 137) documenting that they do not represent common polymorphisms.

In summary, mutations in homonucleotide runs were observed in 13% (4 out of 31) of CGR examined, and deletions mediated by microhomology were observed in 16% (5 out of 31). Insertions of small segments (\< 100 bp) at the junctions were observed in 35% (11 out of 31). If these breakpoint insertional events are summed with the gross alterations detected by aCGH (DUP-NML-DUP and DUP-TRP/INV-DUP), then we can discern experimentally that at least 52% (16 out of 31) of *MECP2* duplication rearrangements show sequence complexities at their junctions ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Duplicated and triplicated segments originate from the same chromosome {#S5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine for potential interchromosomal exchanges between different X-chromosomes during rearrangement formation, we evaluated marker haplotypes from the genomic interval spanning the CGR using either an Illumina HumanOmni1-Quad or HumanOmni2.5--8v1 genotyping microarray. Interestingly, and confirming our previous observations for DUP-TRP/INV-DUP rearrangements ^[@R7]^, all 27 subjects for whom there was available biological material were notable for an absence of heterozygosity throughout the duplicated or triplicated regions for all SNPs tested using these platforms. The absence of heterozygosity observed for all SNP markers (N=66 to 992 SNPs analyzed for each sample depending on the size of the rearranged genomic interval) in 100% of the cases (27 of 27) examined is most consistent with the substrate(s) for these alterations originating from a single chromosome, i.e. they represent intrachromosomal events. Patients BAB2616, BAB2618, BAB2624 and BAB2799 were not analyzed by SNP array due to lack of biological material.

As an independent assessment of marker genotype segregation, we developed a microsatellite PCR assay ([Supplementary Fig. 6a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This approach also supported an interpretation of a *de novo* intrachromosomal event in BAB2618, from whom we did not have enough biological material to perform SNP array experiments ([Supplementary Fig. 6b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, this microsatellite genotyping assay, based on a marker with greater informativeness than SNP marker genotypes, revealed a single allele in all duplications examined in this cohort of males, again consistent with an intrachromosomal event (data not shown).

Breakpoint complexities and SNV occur *de novo* {#S6}
-----------------------------------------------

Our analysis revealed a high frequency of insertions, deletions and point mutations near or at the breakpoint junctions associated with CNV formation, but a remaining question was whether such variations were generated concomitantly with the CGR event. To answer this question we first examined *de novo* cases that presented small insertions and deletions or SNVs at the breakpoint junction ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Two appropriate *de novo* cases were identified: patient BAB3161 and BAB3155, the latter is the carrier mother of subject BAB3154. Using genome-wide SNP arrays we were able to surmise the origin of both duplications to either the maternal X-chromosome or the maternal grandfather's X-chromosome, respectively (data not shown).

BAB3161 has a complex DUP-NML-DUP rearrangement in addition to an insertion of 12 nucleotides apparently originating from a region 7 kb distal to the telomere proximal junction ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). None of the breakpoint junctions that we detected in patient BAB3161, including the one with the 12 nucleotide insertion, were observed in his mother, BAB3162 (breaks termed "FD_intergenic" and "2F3_intron\_*VAMP7*" in [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results support the hypothesis that the breakpoint associated with the insertion mutation was formed concomitantly with the occurrence of the complex duplication. Also by PCR and sequencing we confirmed that the 12 nucleotide segment was present in patient BAB3161 at its expected genomic position, based on the human reference, in addition to being present at the breakpoint, which supports a replication mechanism underlying its formation as opposed to it being generated by a non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or other nonreplicative mechanism.

BAB3155 (and BAB3154) have a frameshift deletion (delG) that has occurred in a mononucleotide run, GGG, at or nearby the junction ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). PCR and sequencing of the loci involved in the breakpoint junction in her father's DNA sample indicated that the rearrangement and frameshift deletion were generated *de novo* and concomitantly.

Intrachromosomal origin of duplications allows study of the ancestral state {#S7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the CNVs and single nucleotide variations (SNVs) observed in the subjects reported here were inherited from carrier mothers in 86% of the cases ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), direct examination of the *de novo* mutational event in the ancestral chromosome from the parent or grandparent with a non-rearranged chromosome is precluded. Nonetheless, all of the rearrangements occurred by an intrachromosomal event, as experimentally evidenced by both SNP array and microsatellites spanning the rearrangements. To our experimental advantage, this latter observation indicates that both the original templated segments, as well as those novel duplicated and triplicated generated segments, are contained within the same derived X-chromosome in carriers. Using this idea we designed PCR-specific assays followed by Sanger sequencing of both the original templated segment (ori-PCR) and the newly generated duplication/triplication breakpoint junction segments (derivative or der-PCR) in order to be able to assay the status of specific genomic regions before and after the formation of the CNV ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Using this approach, ori-PCR and der-PCR provided us with a powerful tool to distinguish whether or not the different types of mutations observed near to the breakpoint junctions of patients with *MECP2* duplication were present in the ancestral chromosome of the subject's personal genome.

We performed ori-PCR and der-PCR in cases BAB2623, BAB2626/BAB2628, BAB2991, BAB3158/BAB3159, BAB3216, BAB3259, BAB3267, BAB3274/BAB3275. For samples BAB3204 and BAB3241 we tested only those alterations that involved chromosome X ([Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In every case the apparent novel breakpoint junction-associated nucleotide variations, deletions and insertions (i.e. all the simple nucleotide variation or SNV) were present only in the duplicated copy, demonstrating that these nucleotide variations were generated *de novo* in association with the *de novo* rearrangement event.

Elevated SNV mutation rate associated with rearrangement breakpoint junctions {#S8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The estimated human intergeneration rate of spontaneous mutations has been calculated using different approaches including indirect measurements from databases of *de novo* mutations for monogenic disorders ^[@R27]^, and direct experimental observations using whole-genome sequences of families and parent-offspring trios. This rate varies from \~1.1 to 1.28 × 10^−8^ per base pair per haploid genome ^[@R28]--[@R31]^ which is 2--4 times lower than direct measurements of single cell analysis of *de novo* mutation rates in sperm (2--4 × 10^−8^) ^[@R32]^. These experimentally derived values are of the same order of magnitude as that obtained with the indirect estimate ratio of 2.5 × 10^−8^ comparing pseudogenes between humans and great apes ^[@R33],[@R34]^.

Here in our studies of CGR we observed five single nucleotide variants ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) in a total of 23 kb of analyzed sequence ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), which represents a *de novo* point mutation rate of \~ 2.1 × 10^−4^ mutations/bp. From this we infer that the mutation rate of SNVs associated with CGRs is \~10^4^ fold greater than spontaneous SNVs generated during human gametogenesis. This observation suggests that the replication process involved in the formation of CGRs is highly error prone, possibly utilizing DNA polymerase(s) of low fidelity or a replisome with reduced fidelity in comparison with those involved in intergenerational DNA sequence inheritance.

We also calculated the rate of *de novo* formation of small insertions and deletions (INDELs), as defined by Mills and colleagues ^[@R35]^, that were observed in our cohort. Mills *et al.* have considered as INDELs those variants in the 1 bp to 10,000 bp range. In our study we observed 41 of such events (35 insertions and deletions events \< 10,000 bp in size + 3 insertions of unknown origin + 3 frameshift mutations, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) which represents \~ 1.7 × 10^−3^ events/bp in 23 kb of total length of analyzed sequence. This ratio is 10 fold greater than the SNV mutation rate calculated above from our experimental observations at CGR breakpoint junctions and 10 to 1,000 fold higher than the *de novo* locus-specific mutation rate for genomic rearrangements, 10^−6^ to 10^−4^ (ref ^[@R33]^) and also higher than the microsatellite mutation rates of \~2.73 to 10.01 × 10^−4^ mutations per locus per generation as recently inferred from 2,477 dinucleotides and tetranucleotides microsatellites genotyped in Icelanders ^[@R36]^. These observations support the idea that misalignments during replication contribute to the mutational load in patients with CGR. Moreover, such INDEL formation is consistent with a poor processivity DNA polymerase used in the replisome generating CGR as anticipated by the MMBIR model.

Discussion {#S9}
==========

We observed two types of events at or flanking the breakpoint junctions of our patient cohort in addition to the large duplications visible by aCGH, i) misalignment events (likely reflecting both short and long distance template switches) and ii) presence of new SNVs. Misalignments were observed between segments with very short similarity (microhomologies) that produced short deletions and insertions of flanking sequences at their site of occurrence.

Misalignment or replication slippage between templates located nearby (from 5 bp to 136 bp, [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were observed in 29% (9 out of 31) and on both sides of the junctions, in either *cis* intrastrand or in *trans* interstrand configurations producing deletions, insertions and inversions at the junctions ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The distances from the slippage events to the breakpoint junction of the gross rearrangements varied from 0 to 41 bp, which is consistent with replication slippage within the same Okazaki initiation zone defined as \~290 bp of the lagging strand that is single stranded in the replication fork ^[@R37]^.

We also observed misalignments between templates located too far away from the breakpoint junctions to have occurred within the same replication fork; classified as long-distance template-switching events (16 out of 31 patients or 52%) ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Two distinct entities were observed: those that generated insertions of segments at the breakpoint junctions (35% of the cases or 11 out of 31 patients) that were only revealed by sequencing because of their small size (from 3 bp to 80 bp), and those that generated the CGR visible by high-resolution aCGH (26% of the cases or 8 out of 31 patients). Interestingly, the origin of the small templated insertion could generally be traced to a limited genomic area of up to \~ 27 kb flanking the proximal gross rearrangement breakpoint site ([Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This observation led us to hypothesize that the gross rearrangements are the final product of an unstable process that involves multiple attempts to reform the replication fork until a stable replisome is established. Multiple misalignments occurred in a few patients ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), supporting this contention and the existence of low processivity DNA polymerization at the initiation of a CGR event.

In contrast, template switches between substrates located far away (\> 27 kb) in the reference genome generally produced gross genomic rearrangements that could be visualized by aCGH. For example, the CGR observed in subject BAB3161 is formed by multiple template switches between genomic regions located distally up to 2.1 Mb away in the reference genome that led to a DUP-NML-DUP pattern of CGR. Such an event produced a final genomic structure in which the distal duplicated segment (1.06 Mb) was inserted in an inverted orientation, potentially facilitated by spatial proximity of templates, among the duplicated copies of the proximal duplication (1.45 Mb) ([Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We have also reported such an event at the *PLP1* locus ^[@R8]^. Interestingly, two patients (BAB3204 and BAB3241) showed a striking pattern of interchromosomal insertions at their breakpoint junctions, suggesting that multiple iterative template switches (8 and 4 events, respectively) can produce very complex structures ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The gross rearrangements in our cohort were characterized as intrachromosomal events, involving the same chromosome X (sister chromatid). This result confirmed our previous studies in cases with *MECP2* duplication carrying the DUP-TRP/INV-DUP structure ^[@R7]^ and enabled us to show apodictically that all SNVs and small insertions and deletions detected at or near the breakpoint junctions not only segregate with the CNVs but also were generated *de novo*, supporting the hypothesis that they were produced concomitantly with the gross rearrangement.

We previously hypothesized that repair of a one ended, double-stranded DNA molecule that can result from a collapsed replication fork, utilizing replication mechanisms, might lead to constitutional rearrangements involving multiple template switches on which widely scattered breakpoints are joined together in a single complex arrangement that leaves their original loci unchanged ^[@R2],[@R9],[@R38]^. The fact that 52% of the rearrangements in our patient cohort have complexities that were not present in the original copy lends further support to our chromoanasynthesis/chromothripsis -- hypothesis ^[@R38],[@R39]^.

The presence of both direct and inverted polymerase slippage insertions suggests that slippage occurred within a replication fork so that both leading- and lagging-strand synthesis was occurring, as postulated by the serial replication slippage (SRS) model ^[@R40]--[@R42]^, rather than gap-filling synthesis subsequent to resection in the course of two-ended double-strand break-repair which is characteristic of NHEJ. This implicates a break-induced replication (BIR) mechanism - a replication-based mechanism that repairs one-ended double-stranded breaks and involves extensive DNA synthesis in the repair of collapsed forks ^[@R43]^. In yeast, BIR can lead to interchromosomal template switching due to several rounds of strand invasion, DNA synthesis and dissociation within the first 10 kb of the process, after which switching ceases likely due to establishment of a processive mode of DNA replication ^[@R44]^. Recently, Arlt *et al.* ^[@R45]^ reported that mouse embryonic stem cells defective for NHEJ repair (*Xrcc4*^−/−^) and treated with aphidicolin form *de novo* CNVs with complexities that include the presence of small inserted segments at the junctions, inversions, and microhomologies (mean length: 2.0 bp) at most breakpoint junctions. These observations support the contention that NHEJ is unlikely to be the major repair mechanism underlying formation of such rearrangements.

Moreover, recently, BIR was shown to be a highly inaccurate process in yeast due to the high rate of frameshift mutations that can be observed along the entire replicated segment (2,800-fold compared to spontaneous events originated from S-phase replication) likely due to a combination of diverse causes including an increased dNTP pool during G2/M DNA damage checkpoint response when BIR repair seems to proceed, as well as to an error-prone polymerase along with a less efficient mismatch repair ^[@R46]^. Consistent with the BIR mutation rate reported by Deem *et al*. ^[@R46]^, we observed a 10^4^-fold increase in mutation rate nearby the breakpoint junctions of the CNVs reported herein. At least two polymerases seem to be involved with the hypermutation rate associated with BIR: Pol Delta, likely due to a less efficient proofreading activity compared to S-phase replication, and to a minor extent, the translesion polymerase Pol Zeta, through a position-dependent error-prone copying of damaged DNA^[@R46]^. Remarkably, Pol Delta is also implicated in increased mutagenesis identified during mitotic gene conversion by synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA) in budding yeast^[@R47]^. In contrast, all three replicative polymerases, alpha, delta and epsilon are implicated in the rate and/or expansion of (GAA)~n~ repeats in a budding model to study the repeat instability causative of Friedreich ataxia in addition to an intriguing phenomenon of repeat-induced mutagenesis (RIM) that is observed 500 bp to 1 kb upstream and downstream of those repeats ^[@R48]^. The role of replicative polymerases or accessory factors involved in the error prone nature of different steps of BIR requires further studies. Iraqui *et al*. ^[@R49]^, using a system construct based on a polar replication fork barrier in *S. pombe*, reported that recovery of arrested forks during S-phase is associated with genomic instability that is dependent on homologous recombination: complex rearrangements induced by such events result from occasional ectopic recombination at the site of the arrested fork. In addition, they observed replication slippage mediated by microhomology, as well as base-substitutions and frameshifts if the fork resumes on the appropriate initial template resulting in an error-prone DNA synthesis that resembles the kind of mutations and gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) or CGR described herein.

In 35% (11 out of 31) of the duplications, no additional complexities nor point mutations flanking the breakpoint junctions were observed; these may constitute simple, *in tandem* duplications. All show microhomologies at the junctions examined varying from 1 to 17 nt, 2 out of 11 represent *Alu*/*Alu* mediated rearrangements, suggesting either MMBIR or microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) as the mechanism for formation ^[@R1],\ [@R24],\ [@R50]^.

In summary, our data indicate that CGR can be associated with a high mutational load due both to increased *de novo* SNV and INDEL mutation rates (\~ 2.1 × 10^−4^ mutations/bp and \~ 1.7 × 10^−3^ events/bp, respectively) at or near the breakpoint junction of the CGR, and to the novel joints generated by rearrangements of the genome. The high frequency of complexities at the breakpoint junctions likely contributes to the challenges inherent to breakpoint mapping for CGR and suggests that copy number changes remain an underexplored source of mutations in the human genome.

Methods {#S10}
=======

Subjects {#S11}
--------

Families with genomic rearrangements of Xq28 including the *MECP2* gene were identified by physician referral or self-referral. Informed consent for participation and sample collection was obtained using protocols H-26667 and H-20268 approved by the Institutional Review Board for Baylor College of Medicine and affiliated hospitals.

Duplication size and genome content {#S12}
-----------------------------------

To determine the size, genomic extent and gene content of each rearrangement, we designed a tiling-path oligonucleotide microarray spanning 4.6 Mb surrounding the *MECP2* region on Xq28. The custom 4x44k Agilent Technologies microarray was designed using the Agilent earray website. We selected 22,000 probes covering ChrX: 150,000,000--154,600,000 (NCBI build 36), including the *MECP2* gene, which represents an average distribution of 1 probe per 209 bp. Probe labeling and hybridization were performed as described ^[@R50]^. Samples from patients and their biological mothers were collected and analyzed using aCGH.

Long-range PCR amplification {#S13}
----------------------------

Reverse and forward primer pairs (relative to the reference genome) were designed at the apparent boundaries of each duplicated or triplicated segment as defined by aCGH analysis. Long-range PCR was performed using TaKaRa LA *Taq* (Clontech, Mountain View, CA). PCR sample-specific products were sequenced by Sanger sequencing methodology. PCR and sequencing results were independently confirmed by repeated experiments. DNA samples from mothers were also tested for the presence of the breakpoint junctions and mutations in all cases.

Genotyping {#S14}
----------

DNA samples were quantified using Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Reagent (Invitrogen) in a Tecan GENios microplate reader (Tecan Group, Mannendorf, Switzerland). Genotyping was performed on Illumina HumanOmni1-Quad or HumanOmni2.5-8v1 genotyping microarray (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, U.S.A.) following the manufacturer's instructions. All microarrays had call rates \> 0.99. Basic quality control and analysis of the genotyping data were performed on GenomeStudio software, version 2011 (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, U.S.A.). CNV calls were performed using cnvPartition v2.4.4 with default parameters.

As a complementary method to SNP genotyping we developed a microsatellite marker for the same purpose. We selected five simple repeats within the SRO region for which period was \> 2 and copy number \> 5. After testing them for populational polymorphism using a pool of N = 29 random control female DNA samples, only one presented multiple peaks (Xq28_4). This microsatellite consists of a tetranucleotide repeat with two different sequence unit variation (GATG and GATA). It can be amplified with a standard PCR protocol with primers described in [Supplementary Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In our female pool there were six peaks presents in the following order and relative frequency: 551 bp (2%), 555 bp (30%), 559 bp (2%), 563 bp (20%), 567 bp (45%), 571 (1%).

Bioinformatic analyses {#S15}
----------------------

Array CGH and coordinates for rearrangements were analyzed using UCSC hg18. Point mutations and small insertions and deletions detected by sequencing were analyzed using the following databases: UCSC hg 19 and dbSNP build 137.
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![Patient BAB2626 and BAB2628 breakpoint junction mutation load\
These patients have at least three mutations at and flanking the CGR breakpoint junction that were likely produced in the same event: two point mutations (transitions) before and after the breakpoint junction, one insertion (AAAG) for which the origin could not be defined, and two long-distance template-switches (1.6 kb and 472.9 kb, respectively).\
(a) BAB2626/BAB2628 aCGH result and approximate location of the primers (F and R) used to obtain patient specific breakpoint junctions.\
(b) Breakpoint junction sequence is aligned to the proximal and distal genomic references and color-matched. Strand of alignment (+ or −) is indicated in parenthesis. Microhomology at the breakpoint is indicated by black bold underlined letters. Dashed lines represent nucleotides that did not align to the reference sequence; asterisks indicate point mutations flanking the breakpoint junction.\
(c) Representation of the genomic structure for the reference genome (top) and for the surmised genomic structure of BAB2626 and BAB2628 (bottom), showing predicted order, origins, and relative orientations of duplicated sequences. Arrows show orientation of DNA sequence relative to the positive strand; filled arrows with circled numbers below represent a template switch that resulted in insertion of segments. The last arrow signifies resumption of replication on the original template that produced the CGR identified by aCGH. Approximate location of primers used to obtain the breakpoint junctions are shown on the bottom.](nihms519650f1){#F1}

![Short and long template-switches can be observed on either or both sides of CGR breakpoint junctions\
(a) For each patient (BAB2623, BAB2991 and BAB3267), the aCGH result along with the breakpoint junction sequences obtained by long-range PCR and Sanger sequencing are shown. Approximate location of the primers (F and R) used to obtain patient-specific breakpoint junctions are represented in the aCGH plot. Breakpoint junction sequence is aligned to the proximal and distal genomic references and color-matched. Strand of alignment (+ or −) is indicated in parenthesis. Microhomology at the breakpoint is indicated by black bold underlined letters. Dashed lines represent deleted nucleotides; blue arrows point to the nucleotides likely involved in the misalignment that generated the deletion. (b) and (c) represent the genomic structure for the reference genome (top) and for the surmised genomic structure (bottom) for patients BAB2623 and BAB2991, respectively, showing predicted order, origins, and relative orientations of duplicated sequences. Arrows show orientation of DNA sequence relative to the positive strand; filled arrows with circled numbers below represent a template switch that resulted in insertion or deletion of segments. Distances between the template-switches are shown in bp or kb. The last arrow signifies resumption of replication on the original template that produced the CGR identified by aCGH. Approximate location of primers used to obtain the breakpoint junctions are shown below the reference genome structure.](nihms519650f2){#F2}

![Patient BAB3027 breakpoint junction mutational load\
Patient BAB3027 presented at least three mutations at and flanking the CGR breakpoint junctions: a frameshift before the breakpoint junction, and multiple template-switch events. (a) BAB3027 aCGH result and approximate location of the primers (F and R) used to obtain patient specific breakpoint junctions. (b) Breakpoint junction sequence is aligned to the proximal and distal genomic references and color-matched. Strand of alignment (+ or −) is indicated in parenthesis. Microhomology at the breakpoint is indicated by black bold underlined letters. Dashed lines represent nucleotides that did not align to the reference sequence; asterisks indicate frameshifts flanking the breakpoint junction. Misalignment and re-annealing of short repeats present in the primer strand and template strand *in cis* can produce deletion in the newly synthetized strand (forward slippage) or insertion (backward slippage) ^[@R42]^. In addition, misalignment and re-annealing *in trans* would produce small inversion at the junctions ^[@R41]^. (c) Representation of the genomic structure for the reference genome (top) and for the surmised genomic structure (bottom), showing predicted order, origins, and relative orientations of duplicated sequences. Arrows show orientation of DNA sequence relative to the positive strand; filled arrows with circled numbers below represent a template switch that resulted in deletion or insertion of segments. Distance between the template switches are shown in bp or kb. The last arrow signifies resumption of replication on the original template which produced the CGR identified by aCGH.](nihms519650f3){#F3}

![Representational figure of the types of mutations that can be observed at and flanking the breakpoint junctions of *MECP2* duplications\
a) Wild type Xq28 segment; b) SNP markers and breakpoint junction analysis indicated that duplications involving *MECP2* are frequently intrachromosomal head-to-tail duplications; c) Representational genomic structure of the derivative chromosome and the strategies used to uncover the increased mutational load at the breakpoint junctions such as small templated-insertions, frameshifts and point mutations (ori-PCR and der-PCR, please see main text for further details). Templated insertions suggest reduced processivity whereas presence of SNVs suggests lower fidelity of the replicational process. Blue rectangle represents proximal and distal regions flanking the duplication; red rectangle represents the region that will undergo duplication in (b) \#1 and \#2 represent proximal and distal breakpoints of the duplication; \#3 represents a copy of a short local segment inserted at the breakpoint junction of the duplication. Arrows represent forward and reverse primers used to amplify each one of the involved segments in either original or duplicated copy.](nihms519650f4){#F4}

###### 

Summary of Xq28 rearrangements from 31 patients with *MECP2* duplication

  Patient BAB\#                          Inheritance   Sequenced segment (bp)   Insertions [a](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"} at brkpt jct   Insertion unknown origin   TS same Fork (\< 290bp)   TS to a different Fork (\> 290 bp)   FM   SM
  -------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---- ----
  2616                                   unknown       200                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  2618                                   *de novo*     640                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  2619                                   unknown       930                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  2622                                   Maternal      1650                     N                                                         N                          N                         Y                                    N    N
  2623                                   Maternal      350                      N                                                         N                          Y                         N                                    N    N
  2624[\*](#TFN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   unknown       750                      N                                                         N                          N                         Y (DUP-NML-DUP-NML-DUP)              N    N
  2626                                   unknown       850                      Y                                                         aaag                       N                         Y                                    N    Y
  2628                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  2771                                   Maternal      260                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  2799                                   unknown       870                      Y                                                         gccaacc                    Y                         Y                                    N    N
  2800                                   Maternal      290                      Y                                                         N                          Y                         Y                                    N    N
  2806                                   unknown       710                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  2991                                   Maternal      1100                     Y                                                         N                          Y                         Y                                    N    N
  3027                                   Maternal      920                      Y                                                         N                          Y                         Y                                    Y    N
  3147                                   Maternal      250                      N                                                         N                          N                         Y (DUP-TRP/INV-DUP)                  N    N
  3154                                   Maternal      450                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    Y    N
  3158                                   Maternal      350                      Y                                                         N                          N                         Y                                    N    N
  3159                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  3161                                   *de novo*     1880                     Y                                                         N                          N                         Y (DUP-NML-DUP)                      N    N
  3172                                   Maternal      990                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  3174                                   Maternal      160                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  3204                                   Maternal      1000                     Y                                                         N                          N                         Y (ChrX-Chr6)                        N    N
  3216                                   unknown       365                      Y                                                         N                          Y                         Y (DUP-TRP/INV-DUP)                  N    N
  3238                                   *de novo*     960                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  3241                                   unknown       420                      Y                                                         N                          Y                         Y (ChrX-Chr16)                       N    N
  3247                                   unknown       850                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  3255                                   Maternal      1000                     N                                                         N                          N                         Y (DUP-TRP/INV-DUP)                  N    N
  3259[\*](#TFN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Maternal      900                      Y                                                         ctcgtttgtt                 N                         Y                                    N    N
  3261                                   Maternal      910                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  3267                                   Maternal      670                      N                                                         N                          Y                         N                                    N    N
  3268                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  3273                                   Maternal      910                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    Y    N
  3274                                   Maternal      820                      N                                                         N                          Y                         Y (DUP-TRP/INV-DUP)                  N    N
  3275                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  3325                                   Maternal      860                      N                                                         N                          N                         N                                    N    N
  Total 31                                             23265                    11                                                        3                          9                         16                                   3    1

only one junction analyzed;

Duplicated and triplicated segments visible by aCGH were not considered as "insertions" in this table; Y: Yes; N: No; TS: Template Switching; brkpt jct: breakpoint junction; DUP: duplication; TRP; triplication; INV: inversion; NML: normal; FM: frameshift mutation; SM: substitution mutation

###### *De novo* single-nucleotide variants observed flanking genomic rearrangement breakpoint junctions

  Patient BAB\#   Type    Distance from junction   Context      Original copy tested?
  --------------- ------- ------------------------ ------------ -----------------------
  **2626/2628**   C\>T    19 bp                    Poly T run   Yes
                  C\>T    9 bp                     Poly T run   Yes
  **3027**        Del A   8--10 bp                 Poly A run   Yes
  **3154**        Del G   1--3 bp                  Poly G run   Yes
  **3273**        Del T   40--42 bp                Poly T run   Yes
